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by the ease with which the Canal could be crossed
after dark, a second party made a more elaborate
attempt to destroy the track. A heavy explosive
charge this 'time was laid, and fired, and a wide gap
in the rails torn out. 'But again the exploit failed,
and the damage was observed before a train had
reached the spot. Von Kressenstein had some excuse
for his speech to the Turkish garrison in camp near
Kossaima, when he said, c The English accuse us of
using ispies. We have no need of them. We go to
Egypt openly, and give them notice of our presence
there.'
These raids upon the railway compelled the Defence
to watch both banks of the Canal, and the troops,
harassed by the double task, began to show signs of
staleness. That feeling was the inevitable consequence
of the nature of their employment for so many months.
No type of duty in the field is more exhausting to
a soldier than incessant patrol, and no occupation
robs him so quickly of his power of initiative. The
Indian sipaht never complained, but the strain of
a continued passive defence had affected his spirit.
Officers and men tied to entrenchments require the
stimulus of occasional contact with the enemy if they
are to preserve their capacity to take the offensive:
but from one cause or another the many oppor-
tunities offered to teach the enemy a sharp lesson
were not accepted. Von Kressenstein, a hundred
miles away, on the other hand had no intention of
resting his troops in summer quarters. Time and
again he sent them across the desert. His objective
was changed. Unable to damage the Canal, or even
obstruct its navigation, he endeavoured now to
prevent Great Britain making any further reduction
in the strength of the garrison on this line* With this
purpose he organised a series of flying columns.
Moving rapidly from an advanced base, the columns

